In this paper the classical propositional assumption-based model is extended to incorporate probabilities for the assumptions. Then the whole model is placed into the framework of the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. Laskey, Lehner 1] and Provan 2] have already proposed a similar point of view but these papers do not emphasize the mathematical foundations of the probabilistic assumptionbased reasoning paradigm. These foundations are thoroughly exposed in the rst part of this paper. Then we address the computational problems related to the assumption-based model. The idea is to translate evidence theory problems into propositional logic problems and then use the powerful techniques of logic to solve them. In particular, advanced consequence nding algorithms developed by Inoue 3] and Siegel 4] will be used. These logic-based techniques can be considered as alternatives to the classical method of local propagation in Markov trees. Finally, we switch back from logic to the theory of evidence in order to compute degrees of support of hypotheses. We show that some recently proposed methods for computing simple disjunctive normal forms can be used to compute these degrees of support.
REPRESENTING UNCERTAIN KNOWLEDGE
Classical propositional logic and probability theory will be used throughout this paper to represent uncertain information and knowledge. In spite of its limited power of expression, propositional logic is a good simple representation language for which e cient inference procedures are known. As an example, consider the well-known alarm story described in 5] . In order to model this story we need the following propositions:
1. a : the alarm is ringing 2. b : there is a burglary 3. e : an earthquake has occurred 4. w : there is a phone call from Mr. Watson 5. g : there is a phone call from Mrs. Gibbson 6. d : there is a phone call from Mr. Holmes' daughter 7. c : there is con rmation of an earthquake.
In addition, a number of extra propositions, called assumptions, are needed:
1. a 1 : the alarm system is functioning 2. a 2 : an extra cause for the alarm is present 3. a 3 : Mr. Watson is in joking mood 4. a 4 : Mrs. Gibbson is deaf 5. a 5 : Mr. Holmes' daughter is at home 6. a 6 : the earthquake sensor is sensitive.
The di erence between assumptions and the above ordinary propositions is that although it is not known which assumptions are true or false, we are in a position to specify probabilities for them: each assumption is supposed to be true with a known probability. In contrast, no probability information about the other propositions is assumed.
Given these de nitions, the alarm system and the behavior of Mr. Watson, Mrs Gibbson and Mr. Holmes' daughter can now be described by simple inference rules which should be considered as material implications: R 1 : b^a 1 ! a R 8 : a^:a 4 ! g R 2 : e^a 1 ! a R 9 : a 4 ! :g R 3 : a 2 ! a R 10 : :a ! :g R 4 : :b^:e^:a 2 ! :a R 11 : a^a 5 ! d R 5 : a ! w R 12 : :a 5 ! :d R 6 : a 3 ! w R 13 : e^a 6 ! c R 7 : :a^:a 3 ! :w R 14 : :e ! :c Such a rule is uncertain if it contains an assumption and the uncertainty is to be understood in the following way: if the assumption is true then the new rule obtained by dropping the assumption from the condition is valid and if the assumption is false then the rule is considered as completely void of information. These rules can of course be transformed into clauses (a clause is a disjunction of literals and a literal is an atomic symbol or its negation). In general, let P = fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g denote the set of basic propositional symbols and A = fa 1 ; . . . ; a s g the set of assumptions. Let q i denotes the known probability that the assumption a i is true and it is assumed that the assumptions are stochastically independent. Furthermore, let K denote the set of clauses over the alphabet P A describing the structural relations between the basic propositions and the assumptions. This set is supposed to represent the available general knowledge about the situation to be modeled. This knowledge is uncertain because there are assumptions involved in the clauses and it is not known for sure whether the assumptions are true or false. In a given particular situation, further facts may be added to K . In the example above, suppose that at a given time Mr. Watson phoned (w), whereas there is no phone from Mrs. Gibbson (:g). Such facts simply induce a set F of further clauses which can be added to K in order to have a full picture of the available information. This leads to a new set of clauses = K F . Using , it is now interesting to study the credibility or plausibility of some hypotheses h in P. For example, in the alarm story, what is the credibility that there is a burglary at Mr. Holmes' house ? Whether or not h can be deduced from will depend on the validity of certain assumptions. There might be sets of assumptions whose validity permits the inference of h, but there might also be sets of assumptions whose validity will permit the inference of :h. Such collections of sets of assumptions represent arguments in favour and against the hypothesis h. The more arguments in favour of h, the more credible the hypothesis will be and the more arguments in favour of :h the less plausible the hypothesis h will be. Actually, it is not the quantity of these sets of assumptions which really maters, but rather their probabilities. These probability will be used to de ne the degree of credibilily and the degree of plausibility of a hypothesis given the available knowledge . At this point it should become apparent that there are connections between this type of systems and Assumption-Based Truth Maintenance Systems ( 6] ) and the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence ( 1] , 2]). In this paper, we provide a thorough mathematical foundation for Probabilistic Assumption-Based Reasoning, which is not the main concern of the two papers 1] and 2], and we discuss computational approaches to it.
Since the whole paper is based on propositional logic, the next section is devoted to this important subject. In section 3 probabilistic assumptionbased reasoning will be put into the perspective of the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence and in section 4 the notion of quasi-support, also called an argument, will be formalized and analyzed. Practical methods for nding arguments will be exposed in sections 5 and 6. Finally, in the last section, a few methods for computing degrees of support e ciently will be presented.
PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC
Let P be a nite set of propositional symbols like those introduced at the beginning of the previous section and let L P denote the set of all wellformed formulas over the alphabet P. Formulas in L P get meaning by assigning truth values t (true) or f (false) to them: this is done according to the usual rules of propositional logic (see any book on logic, e.g. 7]). A truth value assignment to the atoms of a formula is called an interpretation of the formula. Given a particular interpretation, it is then possible to evaluate the truth value of the formula itself. If a formula f is evaluated to true under an interpretation x then we say that x satis es f and that x is a model of f. A formula with n di erent atoms has 2 n di erent interpretations. A tautology is a formula which is satis ed by all its interpretations and such a formula is also called valid. If, on the contrary, a formula is true under no interpretation, it is said to be inconsistent or unsatis able. Most formulas are neither tautologies nor inconsistent. Two formulas f and g are equivalent, denoted by f = g, if and only if the truth values of f and g are the same under every interpretation. It is well-known that the family of equivalent formulas in L P is a Boolean algebra ( 7] , 8]). A formula f in L P is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if f is written as f 1^. . .^f n ; n 1 where each f i is a clause. Similarly, f is said to be in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if f is written as f 1 _ . . . _ f n ; n 1 where each f i is a conjunction of literals. It can be proved that every formula in L P can be transformed into an equivalent disjunctive or conjunctive normal form. This raises the question of a simplest representation of a formula f. By this, one may refer to an equivalent disjunctive normal form, where the sum of the numbers of literals r i in the conjunctive terms f i becomes minimal. Such a form is called minimal among all disjunctive normal forms. One may also refer to an equivalent disjunctive normal form with a minimal number of conjunctive terms. Such a form is called shortest if it contains the smallest total number of literals among all equivalent forms with the minimal number of conjunctive terms. These forms stand for economic representations of a formula. The question arises however, how such representations can be found. Note in passing that by de Morgan laws the negation of a conjunctive normal form is transformed into a disjunctive normal form and vice versa. Hence, simplest conjunctive normal forms for a formula f may be found by looking for simplest disjunctive normal forms for :f. It is thus su cient to discuss either the case of disjunctive or of conjunctive normal forms. 5 A formula f is said to be a logical consequence of a set of formulas S = ff 1 ; . . . ; f n g, written S j = f, if every interpretation satisfying f 1 and f 2 and ... f n also satis es f. It (1) If f = f 1 _ f 2 _ . . . _ f n is a disjunctive form for f, then every conjunction f i ; i = 1; . . . ; n is an implicant of f.
(2) If f = f 1^f2^. . .^f n is a conjunctive normal form for f, then every disjunction f i ; i = 1; . . . ; n is an implicate of f.
The proof of this theorem can be found in 8] The prime implicants or the prime implicates of a formula f provide for unique representations of f as the following theorem shows. The proof of this theorem can be found in 8]. However, in general it is not necessary to include all prime implicants in the disjunctive normal form to represent f; some of them are redundant. A disjunctive normal form f = f 1 _ f 2 _ . . . _ f r is called irredundant with respect to f, if (1) all terms f i of the disjunction are prime implicants of f and (2) no term f i in the disjunction can be deleted without destroying the equivalence to f. A similar de nition can be given for conjunctive normal forms. In general there will be several di erent irredundant representations of f. In particular the minimal and the shortest disjunctive normal forms are among them: Theorem 2.3. The minimal and the shortest disjunctive or conjunctive normal forms of a formula f are irredundant with respect to f.
The proof of this theorem can be found in 8]. The problem of determining minimal and shortest disjunctive or conjunctive normal forms is thus reduced to :
1. Find all prime implicants or implicates of the formula f. 2. Generate from these all irredundant forms. 3. Choose from them those particular formulas which satisfy the chosen criterion of simplicity: minimal or shortest. In section 4 the relevance of these concepts for describing supporting assumptions of a hypothesis h with respect to a propositional model will be elucidated and in section 5 methods for searching prime implicants and implicates will be presented.
Propositional logic over an alphabet P = fp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n g can also be looked at from another perspective. For convenience let's convert the truth values t and f into the numerical values 1 and 0 respectively. Any possible interpretation of the n atoms is then given by an n-tupel out of the set B n = f0; 1g n , the n-dimensional Boolean cube. Any n-tupel x 2 B n determines an interpretation for a formula f 2 L P . Let f(x) be the truth value of the formula f under the interpretation x. f becomes thus an application from B n to f0; 1g, that is, a so called Boolean function. To any formula f 2 L P , let N(f) be the set of all n-tupels x 2 B n for which f(x) = 1, i.e. the set of all interpretations under which f is true. The next theorem gives some properties of this application N : L P ! B n . Proof (1) follows from the de nition of equivalence. (2) . If x is an interpretation for which :f is true, then x is not in N(f), hence in N(f) c and vice versa. (3) . If x is an interpretation for which both f and g are true, then x 2 N(f) and x 2 N(g), hence x 2 N(f) \ N(g) and vice versa. (4) If x is an interpretation for which f or g or both are true, then x 2 N(f) or x 2 N(g), hence x 2 N(f) N(g) and vice versa. (5) is trivial.
Since B n is also a Boolean algebra, this theorem implies that N is a Boolean algebra isomorphism between the equivalence classes in L P (which is again a Boolean algebra) and B n .
The notions of implicants and implicates have their correspondents in the Boolean algebra B n . A subset N of B n is called an interval of rank r if there exists a conjunction c of r di erent literals such that N = N(c). Any interval of rank r corresponds to a (n ? r)-dimensional subcube of B n . A subset N is called a cointerval of rank r if there exists a disjunction d with r di erent literals such that N = N(d). A cointerval is the complement of an interval, N = N(d) = N(:d) c . An interval N(c) is called permissible with respect to a subset N of B n if N(c) is contained in N. A permissible interval N(c) for N is called maximal if no other permissible inrval of N contains N(c). Similarly, a cointerval N(d) is called permissible for a subset N if N(d) contains N. A permissible cointerval N(d) for N is called minimal if no other permissible cointerval for N is contained in N(d). The following theorem summarizes the relations between implicant, implicates and permissible intervals, cointervals. Proof Let f be any formula such that N = N(f) and suppose f has the prime implicants f i ; i = 1; . . . ; n. Then by theorem 2.5 (i) (2), fN(f 1 ); . . . ; N(f n )g fN 1 ; . . . ; N r g (2:1) because N = N(f). Then by theorem 2.2 and theorem 2.4 (4), we have (2:2) and hence N = N 1 . . . N r since N i N for all i. The second part of the theorem follows similarly.
An important special case arises if the Boolean function f(x) associated with a formula f is monotone: A Boolean function ' is properly monotone, if '(v 0 ) '(v 00 ), whenever v 0 < v 00 (i.e. v 0 i v 00 i for all i and v 0 i < v 00 i for at least one i). A Boolean function ' is called non-monotone, if it is (i) not properly monotone and (ii) there exists no sequence of transformations of the form y i = :x i such that ' becomes properly monotone. Note that for example x 1^: x 2 is not properly monotone, but using y 2 = :x 2 it is transformed into x 1^y2 and this function is properly monotone. A Boolean function which is not non-monotone is called monotone; by a suitable sequence of transformations of the form y i = :x i it can be made properly monotone.
The general results presented above specialize for the case of properly monotone Boolean functions as follows: The proof of this theorem can be found in 9]. There are models which give rise to monotone Boolean functions and these models are somewhat simpler to treat in view of the last two results. However, in general the Boolean functions arising in the context of the reasoning with unreliable arguments will not be monotone.
PROBABILISTIC ASSUMPTION-BASED SYSTEMS AND DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY
In this section we will put the type of systems described in section 1 into the framework of the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. As usual, let P = fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g denote a set of basic propositions and let A = fa 1 ; . . . ; a s g be the set of assumptions. Then the whole set of propositions considered in the system is N = P A. The assumptions are assumed to be stochastically independent and q i is the known probability that the assumption a i is true.
If is a set of formulas in L N , then denotes the set of formulas obtained by taking the negation of each element in . Thus, P = P P and A = A A are the sets of all literals over P and A respectively. Now let = f 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; r g be a set of clauses over the literals in N = N N representing all the available structural and factual information about the situation to be modeled. As it is always the case in the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence, there is a question whose possible answers form the frame of discernment. Here the question is \what are the truth values of the propositions in N ?" and its possible answers can be identi ed with the elements of the Boolean cube B n+s . Of course there is a unique correct answer to this question. Each clause i in restricts the answer to be within the set N( i ) B n+s . So the whole knowledge base implies that
The knowledge base is therefore represented by the subset N( ) in B n+s . Note that x 2 B s is the only interpretation which satis es the formula conj(x) but N(conj(x)) = fx 2 B n+s : (conj(x))(x) = 1g = fxg B n .
Now if x is actually the correct truth vector for the assumptions then the answer to the question is necessarily in the set N(conj(x)) in B n+s . Combining this information with the knowledge base represented by N( )
shows that the answer is in N(conj(x)) \ N( ) = N(conj(x)^ ). But the a priori probability that x is the correct vector of assumptions is given by
Remark that the set ?(x) = N(conj(x)^ ) (3:2) may very well be empty for some vectors x in B s because we only know that if x is the correct vector, then the answer is in ?(x). This implies that if we learn that ?(x) is empty, then x cannot be the correct truth vector of the assumptions. Therefore, from the available knowledge we conclude that the correct vector is in = fx 2 B s : ?(x) 6 = ;g. This a new piece of information which must be taken into account by conditioning the a priori probability P 0 on the event , resulting in a new probability space ( ; P) where P(x) = P 0 (x)=P 0 ( ). The vectors in B s ? are called contradictory con gurations because assuming that x 2 B s ? is the correct con guration leads to a contradiction with the accepted knowledge since N(conj(x)) \ N( ) = ;, i.e. conj(x)^ is inconsistent. This development can be placed into the framework of Dempster's multivalued mappings, which makes the link to the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence ( 10] ). Indeed, ? is a multivalued mapping from to B n+s and the structure H = ( ; P; ?; B n+s ):
is called a hint ( 11] , 12], 13]). Hints are bodies of information from which hypotheses can be judged in terms of degrees of support. Consider a formula h 2 L N representing a hypothesis. Then it is interesting to look at the set u(h) = fx 2 : ?(x) N(h)g (3:4) because if x is the correct con guration of the assumptions and x 2 u(h), then h is necessarily true. Since x is the correct con guration with probability P(x), it is natural to de ne the degree of support of h in the light of the hint H by sp(h) = P(u(h)):
(3:5) The rest of the paper is concerned with the problem of nding e cient procedures for computing such degrees of support. Now, to compute sp(h), it turns out to be useful to consider a slight generalization of the notion of hint. Indeed, before conditioning, our knowledge is represented by the so-called quasi-hint H 0 = (B s ; P 0 ; ?; B n+s ); (3:6) where this time it is allowed that ?(x) is empty. From a quasi-hint, conditioning always permits to deduce a hint which can be used to compute degrees of support. Note that degrees of support must always be computed with respect to hints and not quasi-hints because contradictory con gurations clearly do not contribute to the support or credibility of a hypothesis h, although ?(x) = ; N(h) for such con gurations. A quasi-hint allows for the computation of the so-called degree of quasi-support of h sp 0 (h) = P 0 (u 0 (h))
where u 0 (h) = fx 2 B s : ?(x) N(h)g: (3:8) If ? denotes the inconsistency, then we have the following result. = P 0 (u 0 (h)) ? P 0 (u 0 (?)) 1 ? P 0 (u 0 (?)) = sp 0 (h) ? sp 0 (?) 1 ? sp 0 (?) :
According to this result, in order to compute the degree of support of h, we have to compute the degree of quasi-support of both h and ?.
A LOGICAL VIEW OF SUPPORTS AND HYPOTHESES
In this section we are going to present a method of nding a more economic representation of u 0 (h) for an arbitrary formula h 2 L N (h may very well also be the inconsistency ?). In fact, for large sets of assumptions A, it is very di cult to compute u 0 (h) explicitely because B s has 2 s elements which must all be tested as to whether they belong to u 0 (h). Moreover, we don't really have to compute u 0 (h), but rather its probability P 0 (u 0 (h)).
Consider the formula
in the sublanguage L A of L N . Thus we have to compute P 0 (N(' h )). If we can nd a disjunctive normal form representation of ' h which is simpler than 4.1, say ' h = f 1 _ . . . _ f r , then sp 0 (h) = P 0 ( r i=1 N(f i )). Computing the probability of a union of events is not too di cult, especially when the f i are pairwise inconsistent. Now let's look at the problem of nding a disjunctive normal form representation of ' h . Denote by C A the set of all conjunctions of zero, one or more literals in A (a conjunction with zero literal is the tautology > which is always true). We say that a conjunction a in C A is a quasi-support of h if a^ j = h. We don't use the term \support" because a conjunction a such that a^ is inconsistent is clearly a quasi-support of h but it would not be appropriate to call a a \support" because a contradiction entails everything, i.e. a is not really a true argument for h. Note that ? is not in C A and hence cannot be a quasi-support of h. However, each a i^: a i ; i = 1; . . . s is in C A and is in fact a quasi-support of h for any formula h in L N , including the inconsistency ?. A quasi-support of ? is called a contradiction and we have the following theorem. It is important to note that a contradiction is a quasi-support of any formula h in L N . Theorem 4.3. Let a be a conjunction in C A . The following three statements are equivalent:
1. a is a contradiction 2. j = :a 3. a^ is not satis able, i.e. a^ =?.
Proof The equivalence of 1 and 2 is a direct consequence of theorem 4.2.
Furthermore, a^ j =? if and only if N(a^ ) = ;, which holds if and only if a^ is not satis able.
The following fundamental theorem establishes the link between quasisupports of h and the logical formula ' h . Theorem 
A conjunction a 2 C A is an implicant of ' h if and only if
a is a quasi-support of h.
Proof Suppose that the conjunction a is an implicant of ' h , i.e. N(a) N(' h ). We must prove that N(a^ ) N(h). So, let z 2 N(a^ ). Then (z) = 1 and a(z) = 1 and hence ' h (z) = 1 because a j = ' h . By de nition of ' h , there is an x 2 u 0 (h) such that conj(x)(z) = 1 and hence (conj(x)^ )(z) = 1. But x 2 u 0 (h) implies that N(conj(x)^ ) N(h). Since z 2 N(conj(x)^ ) it follows that z 2 N(h).
Conversely, suppose that a is a quasi-support of h. We must prove that a j = ' h , i.e. N(a) N(' h ). Let z 2 N(a). Then a is a subconjunction of conj(z) and thus N(conj(z)) N(a). This implies that N(:a) N(:conj(z)) and hence N(h _ :a) = N(h) N(:a) N(h) N(:conj(z)) = N(h _ :conj(z)):
But a is a quasi-support of h and hence N( ) N(h _ :a), which proves that N( ) N(h _ :conj(z)), i.e. j = h _ :conj(z) and conj(z) is a quasi-support of h. This implies that conj(z)^ j = h and hence z 2 u 0 (h) by de nition. Then conj(z) 2 fconj(x) : x 2 u 0 (h)g and hence _ fconj(x) : x 2 u 0 (h)g (z) = 1 (4:5) because conj(z)(z) = 1. This proves that ' h (z) = 1 and so z 2 N(' h ).
Since theorem 4.4 is valid in particular when h is the inconsistency ?, we have the following result. A quasi-support of h is called minimal if no proper subconjunction of a is also a quasi-support of h. A contradiction a is called minimal if no proper subconjunction of a is also a contradiction. But beware, for any formula h in L N , a minimal contradiction is a quasi-support of h which is minimal within the restricted set of quasi-supports of h consisting of contradictions, but not necessarily within the whole set of quasi-supports of h. Therefore, there might exist minimal contradictions which are not minimal quasi-supports of h ! Of course, a minimal quasi-support of h which is a contradiction is necessarily a minimal contradiction.
The following two results follow directly from theorem 4.4 and corollary 4.1 respectively. Corollary 
A conjunction a 2 C A is a prime implicant of ' h if and
only if a is a minimal quasi-support of h. Similarly, if g 1 ; . . . ; g s are the minimal contradictions, then ' ? = g 1 _. . ._g s and hence u 0 (?) = s i=1 N(g i ):
(4:7) Formulas 4.6 and 4.7 can then be used to compute sp 0 (h) and sp 0 (?), which in turn can be used to compute the exact degree of support of h in the light of the available knowledge represented by the hint H. Thus our problem is reduced to the determination of all minimal quasi-supports of h and all minimal contradictions.
Note that > 2 C A is a quasi-support of h if and only if j = h. In this case, > is the only minimal quasi-support of h and hence ' h = >, which implies that u 0 (h) = N(' h ) = B s and so sp 0 (h) = 1 and sp(h) = 1.
In relation with their Assumption Based Truth Maintenance Systems (ATMS), Reiter, De Kleer 6] called a contradiction a \no-good" and a quasi-support which is not a contradiction a \label" if the hypothesis h is a single literal. For our purposes however, both the contradictions and the quasi-supports and not the labels are needed. De Kleer 23] originally assumed Horn clauses in , that is clauses with at most one non-negated atom. They also give a number of theorems which may be adapted to compute minimal quasi-supports and minimal contradictions (see also 1] and 2]). These results are given below.
Let us assume for the moment that h is a clause, that is a disjunction of literals from N . This assumption will be dropped again below. Then, for any quasi-support a of h, :a _ h is also a clause which is an implicate of . In fact, by adapting theorems of Reiter, De Kleer 6], it follows that there are even closer links between the minimal quasi-supports of h and the prime implicates of .
Let's introduce some notation and conventions. First of all, clauses or conjunctions are sometimes conveniently considered as the sets of the literals they contain. Then for example x 2 c means that the literal x appears in c, and c \ c 0 denotes the set of literals contained both in c and c 0 , but c \ c 0 is neither a clause nor a conjunction. A clause or conjunction f is said to subsume a clause or a conjunction g, if f g. If f is a clause which subsumes g, then g j = f; if f is a conjunction which subsumes g, then f j = g. If f and g are two clauses, f ? g denotes the subclause of f which is obtained when all literals present both in f and g are eliminated from f. The set of implicates of a set of clauses is denoted by Th( ). For an arbitrary set of clauses S, the subset of clauses which subsume no other clause of the set, that is, which are minimal within the set, is denoted by S. Then the set of prime implicates of , i.e. the prime implicates of , is PI( ) = Th( ). Now, let MQS( ; h) denote the set of minimal quasi-supports of h with respect to and MC( ) the set of minimal contradictions with respect to . Let C 0 A denote the set of all clauses composed of zero, one or more literals in A (a clause with zero literal is the inconsistency ? which is always false). Furthermore, note that C 0 A = C A . Proof Because a is a minimal quasi-support of h, it follows that j = :a _ h, and hence :a \ h = ;. There is a prime implicate f of such that f :a _ h, say f = :a 0 _ h 0 , where :a 0 :a; h 0 h. Suppose now that :a 0 is a proper subset of :a. From f :a 0 _ h it follows that j = :a 0 _ h, which implies that a is not a minimal quasisupport, contrary to the assumption. Hence a 0 = a; f = :a _ h 0 and therefore :a = f ? h. Now we are in a position to prove theorem 4.5. Let's de ne the following set:
(4:9) so that we have to prove that MQS( ; h) = ( ; h). First Finally, let's show that a is a minimal quasi-support. Suppose on the contrary that there is a proper subconjunction a 0 of a which is a minimal quasi support of h. By lemma 4.1 there is a prime implicate f 0 of such that :a 0 = f 0 ? h. This shows that a 0 2 ( ; h) and therefore a is not in ( ; h). But this is a contradiction and a must therefore be a minimal quasi-support of h. MC( ) = ff 2 C 0 A : f 2 PI( )g:
(4:10)
Proof This follows immediately from the application of theorem 4.5 to the empty clause h =?.
The problem of nding minimal quasi-supports of h or minimal contradictions is thus related to the problem of nding prime implicates of the conjunctive normal form = 1^. . .^ r . The method of computing them, based on theorem 4.5 and corollary 4.4, depends on an algorithm for nding all prime implicates of and then extracting from them the minimal contradictions and the minimal quasi-supports. A method for this task will be described in the next section. This is, however, a brute-force approach, by which often far too many unnecessary prime implicates are computed. More tightly controlled methods are possible if we adapt methods pointed out by Inoue ( 15] , 16], 3]). These methods make use of concepts and procedures introduced by Bossu, Siegel 17 ] and Siegel 4] . These methods depend on the notions of production eld and characteristic clauses. A production eld P is simply a non-empty set of clauses of the language L N . In fact, the production eld which will interest us most is the set of clauses in C 0 A . This production eld will be denoted by P A .
A production eld is called stable if any subsumed clause of a clause in P is also in P, i.e. if c 2 P and c 0 c, then c 0 2 P. Clearly, the empty clause ? belongs to any stable production eld and P A is stable. Th( )\P represents all implicates of which belong to the production eld P. The minimal elements of this set are called the characteristic clauses of with respect to P: Carc( ; P) = (Th( ) \ P):
(4:11) Similarly, we can de ne characteristic clauses for any collection S of formulas in L N :
Carc(S; P) = (Th(S) \ P):
(4:12) Theorem 4.6. If P is a stable production eld, then Carc(S; P) = PI(S) \ P:
Proof Let x 2 Carc(S; P). Then x 2 P and S j = x. Suppose that x is not a prime implicate of S, i.e. there is x 0 x such that S j = x 0 . Since P is stable, x 0 is in P and hence x 0 2 Th(S) \ P, which contradicts the minimality of x. This shows that x 2 PI(S) \ P. Conversely, let x 2 PI(S) \ P. Then clearly x 2 Th(S) \ P. Suppose that x is not minimal in Th(S) \ P. Then there is x 0 x with x 0 2 Th(S) \ P and hence S j = x 0 which is a contradiction to the fact that x 2 PI(S). This proves that x 2 (Th(S) \ P).
Let f be an arbitrary formula in L N , possibly the inconsistency ?. Let MQS( ; f) denote the minimal quasi-supports of f with respect to . Given a stable production eld P, we denote the minimal quasi-supports of f belonging to P by MQS( ; f; P) = MQS( ; f)\ P:
(4:14)
In particular, since MC( ) = MQS( ; ?), we have MQS( ; ?; P) = MC( )\ P: = (Th( ) \ P) = Carc( ; P) (4.20) because Th( f: ?g) = Th( ).
In consequence, we can prove the following result. In view of the last theorem, characteristic clauses are of interest for nding minimal contradictions and minimal quasi-supports. In fact, we may more generally be interested in minimal contradictions and minimal quasi-supports belonging to a more restricted (negated) production eld P than P A . For example, the production eld of clauses over A with length at most k, i.e. minimal contradictions and minimal quasisupports which contain not too many assumptions. This is also a stable production eld. Theorem 4.7 and corollary 4.5 show that these can be found by computing characteristic clauses. Note that in theorems 4.7 and 4.8 f is an arbitrary formula in L N and not necessarily a clause like in theorem 4.5. In view of these theorems, we are interested in methods to compute characteristic clauses relative to a stable production eld P, which may be P A for example. This can be much more feasible than computing all prime implicates of and applying theorem 4.5 and corollary 4.4 when f is a clause. Such methods will be presented in section 6.
COMPUTING QUASI-SUPPORTS BY RESOLUTION
In this section, methods for computing minimal quasi-supports and minimal contradictions with respect to a knowledge base will be presented. According to theorem 4.5 and corollary 4.4 the minimal quasi-supports of clauses and the minimal contradictions can be derived from the prime implicates of . Therefore, we show how all prime implicates of a conjunctive normal form can be found by the well-known technique of resolution. This is a naive brute-force approach which may demand too much computing time (see also 18]). For this reason, a more controlled approach based on production systems introduced by Siegel 4] will be described. Together with theorem 4.8 and a few theorems due to Inoue ( 15] , 16], 3]), this also allows the computing of minimal contradictions and minimal quasisupports for arbitrary hypotheses h this time, not only for clauses. Based on these methods, di erent \interpretative" and \compiled" system architectures for treating assumption-based reasoning are discussed. Several examples serve to illustrate the methods.
As in the general model of the previous section, a set of propositions P = fp 1 ; . . . ; p n g and a set of assumptions A = fa 1 ; . . . ; a s g form the basis of the model. = f 1 ; . . . ; r g is a set of clauses in L N representing the knowledge base. How can we nd the prime implicates of , i.e. of = 1^. . .^ r ? The solution to this problem is based on the wellknown resolution principle due to Robinson 19 ]. Let f and g be two clauses containing exactly one pair of literals with opposite signs, such that f = f 0 _ p and g = g 0 _ :p. Then the resolvent (f; g) of these two clauses is the clause f 0 _ g 0 , where it is understood that identical literals in f 0 _ g 0 are regrouped such that any literal appears only once. Theorem 5.1. The resolvent of f and g is a logical consequence of f^g.
Proof Let f = f 0 _ p and g = g 0 _ (:p). Then under any interpretation for which f^g is true, either f 0 or g 0 is true and hence f 0 _ g 0 = (f; g) is true. Now, the following theorem gives a method for nding all prime implicates of a conjunctive normal form. Add to these relations the fact that the evidence e has been observed:
The clauses R 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 and F 1 form the system . Apply the procedure de ned in theorem 5.2. Note that R 1 and R 2 both subsume F 1 so that these two terms can be dropped. Next, R 3 and F 1 resolve into h _ a 2 and now R 3 may also be dropped because it subsumes this resolvent. Here the procedure stops and the following two prime implicates remain e; h _ a 2 .
By theorem 4.5 the hypothesis h has one minimal quasi-support, namely :a 2 . Also, by corollary 4.4, there is no contradiction. :a _ w R 9 : a _ :g R 5 : :a 3 _ w Add the two facts F 1 : w F 2 : g: Now, R 4 ; R 5 subsume w and R 7 subsumes g; so according to the procedure of theorem 5.2 these terms may be dropped. Next resolve R 8 and R 9 with g and obtain :a 4 and a. Now, R 8 and R 9 subsume each of these resolvents and they can be dropped; R 1 ; R 2 and R 6 subsume the new term a and can therefore also be dropped. R 3 can be resolved with a adding the resolvent b _ a 2 such that now R 3 can be dropped. At this stage the procedure stops, leaving the following complete set of prime implicates: w; g; a; :a 4 ; b _ a 2 :
Thus, it becomes clear by theorem 4.5 and corollary 4.4 that a 4 is the only minimal contradiction and fa 4 ; :a 2 g is the set of minimal quasi-supports of b, the hypothesis of a burglary.
Suppose now, in another situation, that the facts are F 1 : w F 2 : :g: Here R 4 ; R 5 can again be dropped because they subsume w; R 8 ; R 9 can be dropped because they subsume :g. Next, resolve R 6 with w and R 7 with :g and drop these two rules because they subsume the resolvents a_a 3 and :a _ a 4 respectively. These two resolvents may be resolved themselves to a 3 _ a 4 . Furthermore, the second of the two resolvents can be resolved with R 1 and R 2 to give :b_:a 1 _a 4 and :a 2 _a 4 respectively and the rst resolvent can be resolved with R 3 to give b _ a 2 _ a 3 . So far, in addition to R 1 ; R 2 and R 3 , the following terms remain:
1. :a 2 _ a 4 ; a 3 _ a 4 2. w; :g 3. a _ a 3 ; :a _ a 4 4. b _ a 2 _ a 3 ; :b _ :a 1 _ a 4 .
Here no further resolvents can be added because they all subsume terms which are already present. For example, (:a 2 _ a 4 ; b _ a 2 _ a 3 ) subsumes a 3 _a 4 ; the same is true for (b _a 2 _a 3 ; :b_:a 1 _a 4 ), etc. Also, no term of the above list subsumes another one. So this is, by theorem 5.2, the complete list of prime implicates of the corresponding system of clauses.
Using theorems 4.5 and corollary 4.4, it follows that a 2^: a 4 and :a 3^: a 4 are the minimal contradictions and that a 2 and :a 3 are the minimal quasisupports of the hypothesis of an alarm, whereas the only minimal quasisupport of its negation is :a 4 . The minimal quasi-supports of a burglary are fa 2^: a 4 ; :a 3^: a 4 ; :a 2^: a 3 g, whereas the minimal quasi-supports of its negation are fa 2^: a 4 ; :a 3^: a 4 ; a 1^: a 4 g. Example 5.3. Barnett's system. Consider a nite frame of discernment and suppose that for all i 2 there is a simple hint focussing on f i g and a simple hint focussing on f i g c . Such systems have been studied by Barnett 20] . If i denotes the proposition \ i is the answer", then this system can be transformed into the propositional model de ned by the following clauses:
(1) 1 _ . . . _ n (2) : i _ : j for all i 6 = j (3) :a i _ i for all i (4) :b i _ : i for all i The clause (1) says that one of the elements of must be the correct answer and (2) states that only one of the elements of can be the answer. Clauses (3) and (4) translate the simple hints into the propositional framework. The assumption a i corresponds to the interpretation of the simple hint which focuses on the focal set f i g, a i implies i . Similarly, b i implies : i . It is assumed here that there is exactly one simple hint with focal set f i g and exactly one simple hint with focal set f i g c for all i. This is not really a loss of generality. If any hint is absent, then simply set the corresponding assumption a i or b i to false. If there is more than one hint with the same focal set, then they can be combined beforehand by Dempster's rule such that there remains only one hint focussing on the same set.
The resolution method allows one easily to nd the prime implicates of the system de ned by (1) to (4) above. So, resolving the clauses (2) with those of (3), those of (4) with the clause (1) and the clauses (3) with (4) gives (5) :a i _ : j for all i 6 = j (6) 1 _ . . . _ :b i _ . . . _ n for all i (7) :a i _ :b i for alli:
No term can be dropped so far. Resolving the clauses of (3) with the new ones of (5) leads to (8) :a i _ :a j for all i 6 = j: Furthermore, we may resolve the clauses of (4) with those of (6) to obtain eventually (9) _f:b j : j 2 K c g _ _f i : i 2 Kg for every proper subset K of (including the empty set).
This permits to remove the clauses in (6) because they are contained in (9) . None of the remaining terms subsumes another one and no further resolutions are possible. So (1) to (9) minus (6) are all prime implicates of the system (1) to (4) . From (7), (8) and (9), corollary 4.4 shows that the minimal contradictions are a i^bi for all i, a i^aj for all i 6 = j and b 1^. . .^b n If H is a subset of with jH c j 2 and h = _f i : i 2 Hg is the clause expressing \the answer is in H", then by theorem 4.5 this hypothesis has the following minimal quasi-supports: fa i : i 2 Hg fa i^bi : i 2 H c g (5.1) fa i^aj : i 6 = j both in H c g f^fb j : j 2 H c gg:
Note that the tautology > is the only minimal quasi-support of H = and if H = ? f k g then its minimal quasi-supports are fa i : i 6 = k g fb k g.
According to corollary 4.3, the prime implicants of ' ? are precisely the minimal contradictions. Since these contain no negated symbols, theorem 2.7 implies that the Boolean function ' ? (x) associated with the formula ' ? is properly monotone. Also, using corollary 4.2, we can prove that the Boolean function ' h (x) associated with the fomula ' h is properly monotone. This considerably simpli es the computation of sp(h).
Example 5.4. Diagnostics with multiple faults. Let = f 1 ; . . . ; n g be a set of possible faults of a technical systems or sicknesses of a biological system. It is assumed that symptoms permit to locate faults with a certain reliability in certain subsets of and that certain tests permit to exclude faults within certain subsets, again with more or less reliability. However it is admitted, that possibly no fault at all is present or that on the contrary possibly several faults are present simultaneously. The model presented below represents this situation in a very simple way and permits very e cient inferences. Compare this to other approaches, such as for example Bayesian models ( 21] ), where it is, in general, di cult to account for the possibility of multiple faults, or to logic-based models (for example 22]), which are computationally rather heavy.
Let E = fE 1 ; . . . ; E m g be a family of subsets of . It will be assumed that all evidence relates to subsets E in E either in a positive way, indicating a fault in E, or in a negative way, indicating that there should be no fault
θ2 θ4 θ5 24 in E. It is supposed (without loss of generality) that all single element sets f i g belong to E and that belongs to E. We associate with this family of subsets a family P of propositions h i , where h i states that \there is a fault in subset E i " such that :h i states that \there is no fault in subset E i ". A subset E j of E is called an immediate antecedent of a subset E i of E if E j E i but there is no other subset E in E such that E j E E i . Figure 1 shows a family of subsets E and there is an edge between E j and E i if E j is an immediate antecedent of E i . (2) and (3) for any E i of E; if there is no evidence for or against a fault in E i , the corresponding assumptions a i or b i are simply set to \false" or the corresponding probability is set to zero.
First (2) and (3) (5) and (2), and between (5) and (3), and then again performing resolutions between these resulting clauses and (5) shows that we obtain the following set of clauses. In order to describe them, we need to introduce some notation. For a set E in E, let U(E) denote the sets in E which contain E: U(E) = fE i 2 E : E E i g:
Similarly, let L(E) denote the sets in E which are contained in E: L(E) = fE i 2 E : E i Eg:
Then, incorporating the clauses (2) and (3), we obtain the clauses
Resolving clauses (6) and (7) and incorporating (4) gives
The clauses (5) to (8) are all the prime implicates of the system (1) to (3) according to theorem 5.2. By corollary 4.4, we have the minimal contradictions (9) a i^bj for all E i E j in E This is of course what we expect, an evidence for a fault in a subset E i of another set E j contradicts an evidence against a fault in E j . By theorem 4.5, a hypothesis h i has the minimal quasi-supports fa k : E k 2 L(E i )g fa k^bl : E k E l ; E k 6 2 L(E i )g:
The second set in the above union accounts for the contradictions, whereas the rst set is very intuitive: an evidence for a fault in a subset of E i is an evidence for a fault in E i . Similarly, we can nd that the minimal quasi-supports of :h i are fb k : E k 2 U(E i )g fb k^al : E l E k ; E k 6 2 U(E i )g: This is again very intuitive, an evidence against a fault in a superset of E i is an evidence against a fault in E i . This completes the example 5.4.
In the example 5.4, all clauses of the system (1) to (3) contain at most one non-negated literal. Such clauses are called Horn clauses; they correspond to implications of the form a^. . .^ m ! m+1 . The resolution method corresponds here to the replacement in an implication of a condition i by the conditions of another implication which has i as its consequence. This allows for a simple procedure for propagating assumptions forward through implications as exampli ed in the system above. The procedure may be generalized to arbitrary Horn clauses (see 23], 24]).
One may add the information that there is at least one fault in the system. This means adding the clause _fh i : E i = f i gg.
Note that this is no longer a Horn clause. Alternatively, we may add the information that there is at most one fault in the system: :(h i^hj ) = :h i _ :h j for all i 6 = j such that E i = f i g; E j = f j g:
Or one may add both conditions, specifying that there is exactly one fault in the system. Barnett's system is a special case of such a system.
The same case, but assuming that the family E forms a hierarchy, i.e. either E i E j or E j E i or E i \ E j = ; whenever E i and E j belong to E, has been considered by Shafer, Logan 25] . They propose an e cient algorithm for computing degrees of support based on Markov trees.
SKIPPED ORDERED RESOLUTION
Example 2 indicates that the resolution procedure may become prohibitively long if applied to a large knowledge base . Obviously, the procedure de ned in theorem 5.2 has to be speci ed more precisely, because in general several resolutions will be possible and the sequence in which resolvents are formed may be decisive for the computational e ort needed to generate the prime implicates. More e cient procedures have been proposed by Inoue ( 15] , 16], 3]), based upon work of Siegel 4] .
By theorem 4.8 it is su cient to compute the set Carc( ; P A ) of characteristic clauses with respect to the production eld P A in order to obtain the minimal contradictions with respect to . Also, by the same result, Carc( f:fg; P A ) permits one to obtain all minimal quasi-supports of an arbitrary hypothesis f in L N (not necessarily a clause). If we don't want to compute all minimal contradictions and minimal quasi-supports, but only those which belong to some (negated) stable production eld P, theorem 4.7 and corollary 4.5 show that we also have to compute characteristic clauses. The problem is therefore to compute these sets. Its solution is given by a skipped, ordered, linear resolution procedure proposed by Siegel 4] . This procedure works with structured clauses, that is pairs (p; q ), where p is an ordinary clause and q a sequence s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s t of non-empty sequences s i of literals, called a tree ( 4] ). The sequences s i = (l 1 ; l 2 ; . . . ; l r ); r 1, are called branches and the rst element l 1 of a branch is called its leaf.
We de ne two operations with structured clauses:
(1) Skip: If (p; (ls)q ) is a structured clause with a branch (l; s) with leaf l and a tree q , de ne Note that the literal :l of is removable (it does not satisfy 1 above and does therefore not appear among the l 0 i ). If all literals of are removable, then the tree on the left in equation 6.2 reduces to q . The order in which the literals l 0 i are arranged in equation 6.2 is irrelevant for the correctness of the algorithm which will be introduced below, but may in uence its performance. Remark furthermore that the conditions of non-repetition are symmetric to the conditions of non-removability: if a literal is considered as repeated, then its negation is removable.
Given a set of clauses , a production of a clause f from is a sequence of structured clauses (p i ; q i ). Each of those structured clauses is called a step. This sequence must satisfy the following conditions:
1. The rst step is (p 1 ; q 1 ) = (?; (l 1 )(l 2 ) . . . (l m )), where the l i are the literals of a clause of arranged in an arbitrary order.
2. The last step is (p n ; q n ) = (f; ;), where ; denotes here the empty tree. 3. (p i+1 ; q i+1 ) equals either (p i ; q i ) or ((p i ; q i ); ) for some in .
The order, in which the literals of are arranged at the rst step of the production is irrelevant for the correctness of the algorithm, it may however in uence the performance of the algorithm. In fact, these productions do not really describe an algorithm, because at any step a number of choices is possible and in order to compute all productions, all choices have to be developed. But in any case at each step p i never decreases. This implies that in a production any p i subsumes any p j with j < i. Hence, once a clause p i is outside a stable production eld P, all subsequent clauses p j of all possible further steps and in particular the nal clauses s, remain outside P. Therefore, if one wants to produce only clauses s which belong to a stable production eld P, as will be the case below, then the productions may be cut at skip-steps, if l _ p i does not belong to P.
Furthermore, because below we want to produce only minimal clauses, once a clause p i is produced which subsumes a clause already produced, we may also cut the production. This is also because from p i we would only produce clauses which subsume a clause already produced. So, there are important cuts which permit limiting the necessary productions. Now, these productions are designed to generate implicates of , and the following theorem tells us that this goal is achieved: Theorem 6.1.
(1) Finiteness: A nite set of clauses has a nite set of productions.
(2) Soundness: If a clause s is derived using a production from , then s 2 Th( ) (3) Completeness: If t 2 Th( ), then there exists a production from whose nal clause s is subsumed by t.
(4) Completeness-bis: If c is a clause and t 2 Th( fcg)?Th( ), then there exists a production from fcg, starting with c, whose nal clause s is subsumed by t.
The proof of this theorem can be found in 4]. Before applying this result to the generation of minimal quasi-supports and minimal contradictions, let's illustrate the production with two small examples. Example 6.1. Let consist of the following three clauses This proves that :x _ y is an implicate of the clauses 1 to 4 above. Now, note that if the productions are cut every time a p i is produced which is outside a stable production eld P, theorem 6.1 remains valid with Th( ) replaced by Th( ) \ P. For example the completeness-bis property reads: if t 2 Th( fcg)\P?Th( )\P, then there exists a production from fcg, starting with c, whose nal clause s is subsumed by t (and hence in P). Now, given a set of clauses , a clause c and a stable production eld P, denote by Prod( ; c; P) the set of all clauses s 2 P which are produced from , starting with c, and which do not subsume any such clause: Prod( ; c; P) = fs 2 P : s can be produced from starting with cg:
These sets are fundamental for the computational procedures proposed below. They must be determined by productions starting with the clause c nondeterministically, in order to enumerate enough produced clauses s 2 P to obtain all minimal ones. For this the cuts discussed above can be used to limit the computations. This is the basic computational module.
For an arbitrary formula f 2 L N and a set of clauses in L N , de ne the new characteristic clauses of f with respect to as those characteristic clauses of ffg which are not characteristic clauses of : Newcarc( ; f; P) = Carc( ffg; P) ? Carc( ; P):
The next theorem is a theoretical result which is very useful in the proofs of forthcoming theorems but which cannot be applied directly for computations. It shows that Newcarc can be obtained from Prod. Theorem 6.2. If c is a clause and P is a stable production eld, then Newcarc( ; c; P) = Prod( ; c; P) ? Th( ) \ P:
The proof of this theorem can be found in 3]. Now, the characteristic clauses can be generated incrementally. Note that if p _ :p belongs to a stable production eld and neither p nor :p are implicates of and ?
is not an implicate of (which occurs if and only if is satis able. This condition is satis ed because represents accepted knowledge), then p_:p belongs to (Th( ) \ P) = Carc( ; P). Theorem 6.3. If c is a clause and P is a stable production eld, then Carc(;; P) = fp _ :p : p 2 N; p _ :p 2 Pg (6.5) Carc( fcg; P) = (Carc( ; P) Prod( ; c; P)): (6.6) The proof of this theorem can be found in 3]. Again, the basic computational module in this incremental formula is the one which computes Prod. Now, let's apply these results to the computation of minimal contradictions and minimal quasi-supports of hypotheses. According to the remarks in section 1, the information contained in the set of clauses consists on the one hand of the relatively stable knowledge base K and on the other hand of the varying facts F , which may change from one case to the other. This has to be taken into account if e cient computational procedures are to be designed.
The rst task consists in the determination of the minimal contradictions with respect to . Remember that these minimal contradictions are essentially given by Carc( ; P A ) (theorem 4.8). We concentrate here on the case of the full production eld P A , admitting all minimal contradictions and quasi-supports. Theorem 6.3 may be applied to compute Carc( ; P A ). For this purpose, the clauses of are ordered into a sequence 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; r , where it is convenient to take rst the s clauses 1 ; . . . ; s of K . Using theorem 6.3, the minimal contradictions Carc( K ; P A ) relative to the knowledge base K can be computed. In many practical cases, Carc( K ; P A ) will only contain the trivial clauses a _ :a (representing contradictions a^:a) for all assumptions a 2 A. Then the knowledge base is in itself consistent, which may even be a requirement for an acceptable knowledge base. Anyway, this computation can be considered as a compilation of the knowledge base.
The facts will often also arrive sequentially or can in any case be arranged into an arbitrary sequence. Then the set of minimal contradictions MC( ) can be updated sequentially using theorem 6.3. According to equation 6.5, for any new clause r+1 arriving, this means essentially determining Prod( ; r+1 ; P A ), i.e. all produced clauses starting with the clause r+1 , which do not subsume a clause already produced. By equation 6.5, we can cut computations if we arrive at a p i which subsumes a clause already present in Carc( ; P A ).
At this stage queries can be accepted. Let h be an arbitrary formula in L N representing a hypothesis which is queried. By theorem 4.8, the minimal quasi-supports of h are equal to Carc( f:hg; P A ). If :h is a clause, then this set can be computed using theorem 6.3:
Carc( f:hg; P A ) = (Carc( ; P) Prod( ; :h; P A )):
and again we can cut computations in nding Prod( ; :h; P A ) because Carc( ; P) is already known.
If :h is not a clause, then :h must rst be transformed into a conjunctive normal form, preferably a simple one (minimal or shortest). If :h = h 1. . .^h t and F = fh 1 ; . . . ; h t g, then Carc( f:hg; P A ) = Carc( F; P A ) and we can again use theorem 6.3 to compute this set. Note that the basic computational module is again Prod, and cuts in computations are possible when we consider sequentially the clauses in F.
The approach described so far can be quali ed as an interpretative approach, because any query is treated on request. In fact it is a combined compiled-interpretative approach, because the minimal contradictions relative to the knowledge base K are computed once and for all and the minimal contradictions relative to the information incorporating additional facts are updated as the facts arrive, and the queries are treated as they arrive (only the minimal contradictions with respect to need not be recomputed).
If there are many di erent queries to be treated, a fully compiled approach based on theorem 4.5 and corollary 4.4 might be preferable. These results presuppose the knowledge of PI( ) to determine the minimal contradictions and the minimal quasi-supports for a clause h. Note that PI( ) = Th( ) = Carc( ; P N ), that is the set of characteristic clauses of with respect to the stable production eld P N consisting of all clauses over N . The latter can be computed using theorem 6.3. PI( ) could also be computed using the following theorem which is a slight modi cation of theorem 6.3. Theorem 6.4. If c is a clause, then PI(;) = fp _ :p : p 2 Ng (6.8) PI( fcg) = (PI( ) Prod(PI( ); c; P N )):
The proof of this theorem can be found in 3]. So, the whole information contained in is compiled into and replaced by its prime implicates PI( ). Given the decomposition = K + F , the compilation can again be partitioned into two phases, namely rst the compilation of K and then the updating as additional facts arrive. The minimal contradictions are then obtained from corollary 4.4. Any query which is a clause can be immediately treated by using theorem 4.5. The disadvantage of this compiled approach is the large cardinality of the set PI( ) which means a big compilation e ort already for the knowledge base as well as for the updating phase. This presupposes also a convenient data base structure for easy retrieval of elements of PI( ).
This section has proposed several approaches to obtain minimal contradictions and minimal quasi supports. They are all complete in the sense that every time all of them are computed. This may be prohibitive, even with the improved procedures of the second part of this section. It may also be unnecessary. From a practical point of view, the analysis may focus on the most important arguments in favour and against a hypothesis (see 26] ). This means focussing the e ort on a part of the knowledge base only. The notion of importance of assumptions is related both to structural and probabilistic considerations as has been shown in reliability theory (see for example 27]). How this idea is to be incorporated into the search for quasisupports and contradictions is still largely an open question for research.
COMPUTING DEGREES OF SUPPORT
Once the minimal contradictions and the minimal quasi-supports of a formula h in a propositional system have been determined, the degree of support of h can be computed. How exactly this can be done is the subject of this section. Consider a propositional system such as introduced at the beginning of section 3 and let h be a hypothesis with minimal quasi-supports f 1 ; . . . ; f r and minimal contradictions c 1 ; . . . ; c s . Then by theorem 2.2 we have ' h = f 1 _ . . . _ f r and ' ? = c 1 _ . . . _ c s and hence by theorem 4.1 u 0 (h) = N(' h ) and u 0 (?) = N(' ? ). Then by theorem 3.1 we just have to compute sp 0 (h) = P 0 (N(' h )) and sp 0 (?) = P 0 (N(' ? )) to nd the degree of support of h: sp(h) = sp 0 (h) ? sp 0 (?) 1 ? sp 0 (?) :
The problem is thus to compute P 0 (N(' h )) and P 0 (N(' ? )). Since these two tasks are of the same kind, it is su cient to consider techniques of computing P 0 (N(' h )) only. Because the logical formula ' h de nes a Boolean function on B s , ' h can be considered as a binary random variable whose expected value E(' h ) is precisely sp 0 (h) = P 0 (N(' h )). We want to point out here that the problem of computing the expected value E(') of a Boolean function ' is a common problem in reliability theory; however the Boolean functions considered there are mainly properly monotone, which is usually not the case for ' h and ' ? . But many methods for (properly) monotone
Boolean functions can be generalized to arbitrary Boolean functions. We can therefore take advantage of methods from reliability theory to solve our problems.
First, remark that the probability of any conjunction d =^fl j : j 2 Jg of literals l j in A can easily be computed. In fact, if we de ne x l = 1 if l j = a j 0 if l j = :a j ;
(7:2) then P 0 (N(d)) = Y j2J q xj j (1 ? q j ) 1?xj :
On the other hand, we have P 0 (N(' h )) = P 0 ( r i=1 N(f i )) and the following theorem shows how the latter can be computed. The proof of this theorem can be found in 28], see also 29] . Note that the probabilities of the intersections P 0 (\ i2I N(f i )) = P 0 (N(^i 2I f i )) are easy to compute because^i 2I f i is again a conjunction, namely the union of all literals contained in the conjunctions f i ; i 2 I. It is not excluded that two conjunctions f i and f k are contradictory and then^i 2I f i =?, which implies that the corresponding probability is zero. This method to compute P 0 (N(' h )) is called the inclusion-exclusion method. Unfortunately, the sum in equation 7.4 contains many terms which make computations tedious and even impossible for large r. Sometimes, the bounds provided by the next theorem allow one to stop computations with an acceptable approximation at a relatively small value of h. Note however that these bounds are not necessarily monotone in h. For properly monotone Boolean functions there exist better bounds (see 28] for example); for non-monotone Boolean functions less bounds are known today. then we must prove that A B C. Now, let E be a point in r i=1 A i which is contained in exactly n subsets A i among all the subsets A 1 ; . . . ; A r . Then P 0 (E) appears n times as a contribution to S 1 , ? n 2 times as a contribution to S 2 , ... , ? n n times as a contribution to S n , and zero times as a contribution to S k for n < k r (see 29] ). Therefore, P 0 (E) appears n 1 ? n 2 + n 3 ? . . . n n (7:8) times in the sum de ning B. But the binomial expansion of (1? 1) n shows that equation 7.8 equals 1 and hence P 0 (E) appears exactly once in the sum de ning B. Similarly, P 0 (E) appears n 1 ? n 2 + . . . n min(2l; n) (7:9) times in the sum de ning A and n 1 ? n 2 + . . . n min(2l + 1; n) (7:10) times in the sum de ning C. Therefore, to prove that A B, we show that equation 7.9 is smaller or equal to 1 for all n = 1; . . . ; r. If 2l n, then this is trivially satis ed. If 2l < n, then we must prove that n 1 ? n 2 + . . . ? n 2l 1:
To verify this inequality, we use the equality (18) In a similar way, to prove that B C, we show that equation 7.10 is greater or equal to 1 for all n = 1; . . . ; r. Again, if 2l + 1 n, then this is trivially satis ed. If 2l + 1 < n, then we must prove that n 1 ? n 2 + . . . + n 2l + 1 1:
The validity of this inequality follows from equation 7.12 and the theorem is proved. On the other hand, the minimal quasi-supports of a burglary b are a 2 :a 4 , :a 3 :a 4 , :a 2 :a 3 , so that ' b = ' ? _ a with a = :a 2 :a 3 . This implies that P 0 (N(' b )) = P 0 (N(' ? )) + P 0 (N(a)) ? P 0 (N(' ?^a )) (7:19) and since ' ?^a = :a 2 :a 3 :a 4 , we obtain P 0 (N(' b )) = P 0 (N(' ? )) + (1 ? q 2 )(1 ? q 3 ) (7.20)
? (1 ? q 2 )(1 ? q 3 )(1 ? q 4 ) (7.21) = P 0 (N(' ? )) + q 4 (1 ? q 2 )(1 ? q 3 ):
Therefore, the degree of support of the hypothesis of a burglary equals sp(b) = q 4 (1 ? q 2 )(1 ? q 3 ) 1 ? (1 ? q 4 )(q 2 + (1 ? q 3 )(1 ? q 2 )) : (7:23) Similarly, the degree of support of other hypotheses can be computed using the results of example 2.
For hypotheses h with many minimal quasi-supports (r is large), the inclusion-exclusion method may fail to be practicable. In such cases, socalled disjoint decomposition algorithms may help. These methods depend on our ability to nd a decomposition of N(' h ) into disjoint subsets N( d k^dl =? whenever k 6 = l. We say that two formulas in L A are disjoint if their conjunction is equivalent to ?. Furthermore, a disjunction of disjoint formulas will be written as a sum. From the disjunctive normal form representation ' h = f 1 _ . . . f r , a representation by disjoint terms can easily be obtained (for simplicity,^is written as a product):
' h = f 1 + (:f 1 )f 2 + (:f 1 )(:f 2 )f 3 + . . . + (:f 1 ) . . . (:f r?1 )f r : (7:26) Note however that these terms are no longer conjunctions and their probabilities are not easily computed. In fact the disjunctions :f j must be developed using the distributive law in order to obtain conjunctions. This will, in general, give far too many terms. A more intelligent way of obtaining a disjoint sum representation of ' h has been proposed by Abraham 31] , but for (properly) monotone Boolean functions only. But the method can easily be adapted to general Boolean functions. The method makes use of the following two results: Proof (1) De ne X 00 = c 00 ? c 0 . Then X 0 = ; implies c 0 c 00 and then c 0 _ c 00 = c 0 _ (c 0^f x 00 2 X 00 g) = c 0 :
(7:28)
(2). To prove the equivalence, rst note that for any interpretation for which c 0 is true, the right hand side of 7.27 is clearly true. Then consider an interpretation for which c 0 is false, but c 00 is true, such that c 0 _ c 00 is true. For such an interpretation at least one literal x j of X 0 must be false. Consider the rst one, namely the one with the least index and let j be this index. Then x 1 . . . x j?1 (:x j )c 00 is true and the right hand side of 7.27 is true. Conversely, if the right hand side of 7.27 is true, then either c 0 is true or c 00 is true. In both cases c 0 _ c 00 is true.
It is evident that the terms on the right hand side of 7.27 are mutually disjoint according to theorem 7.3.
Based on these results the following algorithm can be de ned:
For j = 1 to r de ne P 0j = ff j g for i = 1 to j ? 1 for all d k 2 P i?1j if d k and f i are disjoint put d k into P ij else de ne X 0 = fx 1 ; . . . ; x s g to be the set of all literals in f i not contained in d k if X 0 is empty drop d k else add the following form to P ij :
(:x 1 )d k ; x 1 (:x 2 )d k ; . . . ; x 1 . . . x s?1 (:x s )d k :
The next theorem completes the method and proves at the same time its correctness: Theorem 7.5. Let P j?1j ; j = 1; . . . ; r be the sets obtained in the j-th loop of the above algorithm. Then ' h = f 1 _ f 2 _ . . . _ f r (7.29) = r X j=1 X fd k 2 P j?1j g: (7.30) Proof We prove by induction on i that P ij has the following properties:
(iii) f k^dh =? for all k = 1; . . . ; i and d h 2 P ij : This is clearly true for P 0j = ff j g. Suppose P i?1j has these properties.
Then, using theorem 7.3, P ij clearly has properties (ii) and (iii). To show (i), using the induction hypothesis, we must prove that f 1 _ . . . _ f i _ fd k 2 P i?1j g = f 1 _ . . . _ f i _ fd k 2 P ij g (7:31) First we show that if the left hand side is true then the right hand side is true. If d k^fi =? and d k is true, then d k 2 P ij . If X 0 is empty, then f i _ d k = f i by theorem 7.4 (1) . If X 0 is not empty, then theorem 7.4 (2) implies that f i _ d k = f i + (:x 1 )d k + . . . + x 1 . . . x x?1 (:x s )d k (7:32) and the terms of the right hand side of this equation (except the rst one) are the terms which are added to P ij . The converse is proved similarly. This proves (i) for P ij . It follows then with i = j ? 1 that f 1 _ . . . _ f j = f 1 _ . . . _ f j?1 + ( X fd k 2 P j?1j g) (7:33) for all j 2 f1; . . . ; rg. Then, by induction on j, it follows that f 1 _ . . . _ f r = X fd k 2 P 01 g + . . . + X fd k 2 P r?1r g: (7:34) So the above algorithm constructs in fact a disjoint sum representation of ' h by conjunctions. It follows then from theorem 2.4 that P 0 (N(' h )) = r X j=1 X fP 0 (N(d k )) : d k 2 P j?1j g (7:35) and the probabilities P 0 (N(d k )) are easily computed because d k are all conjunctions.
Example 7.2. Look again at example 1 and let's apply the above algorithm to ' ? = a 2 :a 4 _ :a 3 :a 4 . For j = 1 we obtain P 01 = fa 2 :a 4 g: For j = 2 the algorithm yields P 02 = f:a 3 :a 4 g; P 12 = f:a 2 :a 3 :a 4 g:
It nally follows that ' ? = a 2 :a 4 +:a 2 :a 3 :a 4 and P 0 (N(' ? )) = q 2 (1? q 4 ) + (1 ? q 2 )(1 ? q 3 )(1 ? q 4 ) (see theorem 7.5). Example 7.3. A more interesting example is provided by the Boolean function ' = a 1 a 2 a 3 (:a 4 ) _ a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 : (7:36) Here we obtain P 01 = fa 1 a 2 a 3 (:a 4 )g P 02 = fa 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 g P 12 = f(:a 1 )a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 ; (7.37) a 1 (:a 2 )a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 ; (7.38) a 1 a 2 (:a 3 )a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 ; (7.39) a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 g (7.40) and hence ' = a 1 a 2 a 3 (:a 4 ) + (:a 1 )a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 + (7.41) a 1 (:a 2 )a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 + (7.42) a 1 a 2 (:a 3 )a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 + a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 (:a 7 )a 8 : (7.43) This implies that P 0 (N(')) = q 1 q 2 q 3 (1 ? q 4 ) (7.44) + (1 ? q 1 ) + q 1 (1 ? q 2 ) q 5 q 6 q 8 (1 ? q 7 ) (7.45) + q 1 q 2 q 5 q 6 q 8 (1 ? q 7 ) (1 ? q 3 ) + q 3 q 4 : (7.46) Example 7.4. We continue the analysis of Barnett's system, example 3 in the previous section (see also 32] ). For this system, we have ' ? = _ n i=1 (a i^bi ) _ i6 =j (a i^aj ) _ (^n i=1 b i ): Then equation 5.1 in example 3 shows that ' h = f _ g and hence P 0 (N(' h )) = P 0 (N(f)) + P 0 (N(g)) ? P 0 (N(f^g)):
(7:55)
But since the assumptions present in f correspond to indices in H whereas those present in g correspond to indices in H c , it follows that P 0 (N(fĝ )) = P 0 (N(f))P 0 (N(g)) and hence sp 0 (h) = 1 ? (1 ? P 0 (N(f)))(1 ? P 0 (N(g))): (1 ? i ):
(7:57)
On the other hand, remark that g is de ned exactly like ' ? , the only di erence is that the reference set is H c instead of f1; . . . ; ng. Therefore, by analogy to equation 7.49, we have 1 ? P 0 (N(g)) = For a small number r of terms in the original disjunctive normal form this algorithm may well generate more terms than the inclusion-exclusion method; for large r however, it is the contrary in general.
Abraham's method is not the only method of obtaining a disjunct representation of ' h . Another method has been proposed by Heidtmann 33] for monotone Boolean functions. It has been generalized to arbitrary functions by R. Bertschy. All these methods have exponential complexity, the problem is NP-hard, as is well known (see for example 34]).
These general methods may, however, in many cases be replaced by more speci c methods taking advantage of special structures of the Boolean function. Such a method is modularization combined with factorization.
CONCLUSION
This paper shows that the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence is an appropriate framework for probabilistic assumption-based reasoning (PABR). The reason is that this theory can be interpreted as a theory of reasoning with unreliable arguments, which allows to judge hypotheses in terms of their supporting arguments. Since the notion of a supporting argument basically matches the idea of logical consequence, the link with formal propositional logic is established. This gives us the possibility to use the powerful and advanced techniques of logic to solve our speci c problems in PABR. This approach is an alternative to the more traditional method of propagation in Markov trees 35]. If they are used together, these two solution techniques may lead to interesting results, especially in real-world situations where certain parts of the problem are better suited for one method than the other ( 36] ). A computer program implementing the ideas presented in this paper is currently under development. Finally, let's mention that a short version of this paper can be found in 37].
